Reading Recommendations Continued

Lynne Reid Banks, *One More River*. Toronto: HarperCollins, 1

One day, Lesley is Canadian and Jewish. The next day, she becomes Israeli. Reid Banks’s *One More River* tells Lesley’s story as her family moves from the relative luxury of modern North American living to a kibbutz in Israel. Set during the Six-Day War and written only a few years later, *One More River* is in some ways dated, but in other ways it still resonates with politics and life today.


Vassanji’s book, the 2003 Giller Prize Winner, may be considered Young Adult literature, but it can no longer be marketed to and read by teens. In *The In-Between World of Vikram Lall*, we meet Vikram Lall, who tells us his life story as an immigrant in 1960s Kenyan. Race relations and civil war...